ENGINEERING   SPECIFICATIONS.
detail plans, or drawings, showing how all parts of the proposed work shall be done.
In the case of public works, also, when the law requires the contract to be let in open competition, and also specifies that it shall be let to the lowest bidder, it is almost necessary to prepare full detail plans in order to avoid an inadequate or inferior design being put into competition with better ones, and, from its diminished cost, receiving the contract.
(<£) If the engineer can limit the bidders to a selected class of reliable contractors, who have reputations to lose if they should do inferior work, he may prepare very general plans only and allow the contractor to make the details to suit himself, in accordance, however, with certain specific requirements as given in the specifications, and subject to the approval of the engineer.
(c) If the engineer is indifferent as to even the general design, provided the finished work mswers equally well certain prescribed demands, us given in a set of general specifications, he may not prepare any plans whatever, hut leave the contractor (who must now also be chosen by the engineer or only responsible parties allowed to bid) to use any design he may choose, such designs to be submitted, however, with his bid.. and this, together with the general specifications to form the basis of the contract.
75. General and Specific Clauses. Any specification may be said to be composed of two kinds of clauses, general and specific.
All those clauses which relate to the business portion c/l the contract, or which go to define the relations of the partie.s to the civil contract as a business proposition, may be said to be the general clauses.
All those clauses which are descriptive of the engineering or structural features of the design, either as explanatory of the

